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Abstract 

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is one ofthe most desirable goals in image 

database systems. One common approach in CBIR is to associate a caption with 

the image concerned. Compare with the others, i.e. keyword and feature-based 

approaches, this representation method is not only versatile, but also provides 

more flexibility to the users in querying the image database. Nevertheless, exist-

ing systems are produced manually. This is impractical. Thus, existing systems 

are very restrictive in size. In this thesis, we propose an automatic caption 

generation method for referencing images. An application domain, weather 

satellite imagery, has been implemented. Given an image, we first identify dif-

ferent segments in the image using texture segmentation. Based on these image 

segments, we then identify the meteorological nature of the segments and from 

that, a textual description of the image is synthesized. The caption is then 

indexed and stored in a text database system. Various types of query are illus-

trated to show the query flexibility. Furthermore, another application domain, 

criminal's photograph, is also discussed in this thesis, and the way to compute 
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the similarity score between query and captions is proposed as well. Therefore, 

we can see that caption approach is one of the solutions to content-based image 

retrieval. 
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摘要 

現 時 圖 像 資 料 庫 研 究 中 ， 其 中 一 項 理 想 目 標 是 内 容 爲 本 的 圖 像 揭 

^L(Content-based Image R e t r i e v a l ) �爲達至内容爲本的圖像揭取，其中一 

個方法是利用標題(0&口(104描述相關圖像。比較起其他方法，如關鍵詞和 

特徵爲本(£631；口16-5&364)等，圖像標題不但能記錄更多圖像内容，更能讓用 

户靈活地作出圖像查詢。雖然如此，現在的標題爲本的系統中的標題都是 

由人手編寫，這是不切實際的，所以現時這類系統的規模都受到局限。本 

論文提議一個自動標題產生方法系統。我們挑選了氣象衛星圖像作爲對我 

們的方法系統作出測試，輸入的圖像首先會根據它的紋理分割成不同區 

域，每個區域再根據它的紋理被分類成對應的類別，最後，系統综合類別 

及其對應資料自動地编寫一段描述該圖像的標題，而這段標題可被編索引 

並存在文字資料庫中，同時，所列出的查詢句則證明我們的系統的靈活 

性。本論文亦討論到如何利用我們的方法系統自動編寫描述罪犯相片的標 

題和提供了查詢與標題間相似分數的計算方法。從這兩個例子中，我們可 

以看到標題系統的確能解決内容爲本的圖像揭取的問題。 
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One of the most interesting aspects of the world 

is that it can be considered to made up of 

patterns. A pattern is essentially an arrangement. 

It is characterized by the order of the elements 

of which it is made, rather than by the intrinsic 

nature of these elements. 

-Nobert Wiener -

i/ 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Due to the advancement in image capturing technology, tens of terabytes of 

image data are produced daily. For example, instruments for observing the 

Earth generate image data at a rate of over 280 gigabytes per day. As a result 

of the continued proliferation of this kind of non-traditional data, a system that 

can support efficient storage and retrieval of such data is required. In these 

several years, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is widely studied. Several 

image database systems supporting content-based queries have been developed 

recently. Content-based retrieval of image usually involves comparing a query 

object with the objects stored in the data repository. The search usually invloves 

similar rather than exact matching, and the retrieved images are then ranked 

according to a similarity score. 

In general, image can be defined or searched at three levels of abstraction, 

. / 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

i.e. semantic, feature, and pixel (or raw data). For example, one can search for 

images containing cars (semantic level), regions with a specified texture (feature 

level), or similar to a template (pixel level). 

A pixel-level object is a connected sub-image. Two sub-images are similar 

at the pixel level if they have similar size and shape, and if pixels in the same 

position have similiar values. For example, two objects are said to be similar if 

they are both square and have the same length. In this level, similarity matching 

relies on low-level operations, such as template matching. 

A feature-level object is a connected region of an image having uniform 

feature values. For instance, a region with homogeneous texture forms a texture 

object. Although no formal definition of texture exists, smoothness, coarseness, 

and regularity are often considered as the measurements of texture patterns. 

Usually, a texture pattern is represented by a feature vector, but there is no 

fixed representation. Any features can be used to form the feature vector to 

represent the texture pattern. To search images by texture, the users have 

to provide sample images instead of providing the texture vector. From the 

sample images, a query feature vectors are extracted for searching. Besides 

texture, color is another feature that can be used for searching at the feature-

level. The simplest one is the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) values. In more advance 

application, a colour histogram is used to create a feature vector for searching. 

Feature-level objects are often pre-extracted by either blocking the image, 
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i.e. cutting the image into rectangular regions or employing clustering or seg-

mentation algorithm to partition the image. Indexing techinques, such as R-

trees [1], can then be used to facilitate efficient searching. 

A semantic-level object is a connected region of an image to which a unique 

semantic content can be assigned. The object can be people, flowers, trees, 

mountain, sea, clouds, sky, etc. Semantic objects are usually predefined by 

applying classification algorithms to image features, e.g. texture. The difference 

between feature objects and semantic objects is that semantic objects have a 

semantic label, such as water, cloud, while feature objects are simply represented 

by feature values. 

At present, there are many content-based image retrieval systems that per-

form indexing of image through the use of low level image features such as shape, 

color, histogram, and texture as well as keywords. Examples for photographic 

images include QBIC [2], MIT PhotoBook [3], Virage [4]. Most systems still 

use human-generated text annotations for basic navigation. Such annotations 

are costly to produce. 

Smith [5] has found that users wanted to search for images at a higher level, 

keyword-based system seems to be a solution to it. However, the keywords are 

usually assigned to the images manually. It is impractical for a large archive of 

images. Automatic indexing of images is proposed to overcome the problem [6, 

7，8], but the systems could only identify the feature level objects (e.g. texture) 
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and pixel level objects (e.g. shape) automatically. Without pre-defined objects, 

it is difficult for the users to pose queries. As an alternative, caption-based 

system is another approach to content-based image retrieval [9]. Caption is 

formed by semantic level objects. Unlike using keywords, caption can show the 

relationships between the objects in the caption, e.g. the spatial relationship. 

But the captions are produced manually. This is impractical for large archives. 

Also, caption description is subjective, i.e. different people will write different 

things about the same image. To overcome these problems, we propose an 

automatic caption generation system. 

The ultimate goal of image retrieval is to build a general purpose image 

retrieval system. However, it is impractical, if not impossible, to build such 

system due to the limitation of current image processing technology. Therefore, 

our system is domain specific. The practicality of domain sepcific CBIR system 

is evident, such as geographical information system [10]，satellite imageries [11], 

military images [12，13], medical imageries [14, 15], etc. 

1.1 Objective of This Research 

In this research, we show that the flexibility in user query is enhanced when 

captions are used for content-based image retrieval. We propose an integrated 

approach, combining existing image processing and classification techniques to 
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automatically generate an image caption. This approach has been successfully 

applied to the retrieval of weather satellite imageries. 

1.2 Organization of This Thesis 

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 reviews some content-

based image retrieval systems. They are classified into three types: keyword-

based, feature-based, and caption-based. The pros and cons of these systems 

are outlined. In Chapter 3, the architecture of our automatic caption gener-

ation system is described. Retrieval of weather satellite imageries is selected 

as the application domain. The process from the acquisition of the image to 

the production of the caption is shown and explained step by step. Following 

that, Chapter 4 describes how caption is used to match against users queries. 

“ 

The syntax of the queries as well as the matching methodology are discussed 

in this chapter. Evaluation of our our system by considering its segmentation, 

classification, captioning, and overall performance is given in Chapter 5. Other 

than weather satellite imageries retrieval, another application (i.e. criminal's 

photographs) in which our methodology can be adopted is discussed in Chap-

ter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and suggests some future research 

directions in this area. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

At present, there are many systems developed for content-based image retrieval. 

Different image retrieval approaches have been adopted. In general, three ap-

proaches are most widely used: 

• Textual-Image query approach, e.g. Yahoo! Image Surfer, QBIC. “ 

• Feature-based approach, e.g. Texture Thesaurus for Aerial Photos. 

• Caption-aided approach, e.g. PICTION, MARIE. 

In the following sections, a survey of existing image retrieval systems are out-

lined and their pros and cons are identified. 

. / 



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 7 

2.1 Textual — Image Query Approach 

This approach allows users to make both textual and image queries. A textual 

query consisting of one or more keywords input by the users, are matched 

against the indexed terms. Thereafter, the users can use one of the retrieved 

images as an image query to search for similar images in the database. 

2.1.1 Yahoo! Image Surfer 

Yahoo! Image Surfer 1 is a web-based content-based image retrieval (CBIR) 

system. Image retrieval over the World Wide Web can be made by a textual 

or image query. The size of the WWW image database grew rapidly from 6000 

images in early 1997 to more than 90,000 images in Summer 1998. The images 

have been classified into 140 categories. It makes use ofthe CBIR capabilities of 
1/ 

Excalibur Visual RetrievalWare™. It classifies images into different categories 

to form a hierarchy which is determined either by Yahoo operators or image 

providers. Users can then follow the hierarchy to extract their desired images. 

Besides, users can make further queries based on the visual image content ofthe 

previous results. Yahoo! Image Surfer is a domain independent image search 

engine. The approach it adopts is simple, but it suffers the following problems: 

1. Multiple categories: Each image is classified into one category. As there 

1 http: / / ipix. yahoo. com / 
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are different objects components in an image, they should not be classified 

into only one category. Therefore, some images are inevitably missed in 

a retrieval. 

2. Subjectiveness: The images are categorized by the image providers or 

operators. It is therefore very subjective and inconsistent. Different cat-

egories may result from different judgement. This inconsistency can seri-

ously affect the effectiveness of the system. 

3. Inefficient classification: Human interaction is involved in image classifi-

cation. It is inefficient for people to classify large scale of images. 

2.1.2 QBIC (Query By Image Content) 

The QBIC system^ [2], which is developed by IBM's Almaden Research Cen-

ter, enables users to query large image databases using keywords, visual image 

content such as color, color layout, texture, shape, size, orientation, and/or posi-

tions of image objects and regions. Besides, users can query by examples. QBIC 

technology has been applied to several fields[16], such as stock-photography for 

remote printing, textile industry, fine arts museum[17], and environmental de_ 

sign. Although, QBIC technology is popular for content-based image retrieval, 

it suffers from few shortcomings. Similar to Yahoo! Image Surfer, keywords 

^http://wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/ 

http://wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/
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are assigned manually; thus subjectiveness is an inevitable problem. Also, the 

keywords may not be able to describe the image data precisely. For example, 

we tried posing “ ant" as the input query. Seven images were retrieved; but all 

of them were false hits. The retrieved images contain spectacles, keys or pens, 

etc. Furthermore, although users can construct images as queries, it is hard for 

them to draw the desired image accurately. 

2.2 Feature-based Approach 

Image features, such as color histogram, shape of objects, and texture, are used 

as the query. In this way, less semantic-level information is considered in this 

approach. 

“ 

2.2.1 Texture Thesaurus for Aerial Photos 

A texture-based image retrieval system for browsing large-scale aerial pho-

tographs is developed by Image Processing/Vision Research Group in Univer-

sity of California, Santa Barbara[10, 18]. In this project, texture is used to 

represent number of geographical salient features including vegetation patterns, 

parking lots, and building developments. A texture image thesaurus is used 

to process and annotate the photographs stored. Using texture primitives as 

visual features, one can query the database to retrieve similar image patterns. 
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Comparison in the feature space can preserve the visual similarities between 

patterns. However, it is difficult for naive user to make a query. It is effective 

only when users have the corresponding domain knowledge. 

2.3 Caption-aided Approach 

In this approach, short textual description is used to assist the system to de-

pict and to index the content of the images, e.g. embedded objects, spatial 

relationships between objects, etc. 

2.3.1 PICTION (Picture and capTION) 

PICTION[19, 8] explores the interaction of textual and photographic informa-

tion in image understanding. Specifically, it presents a computational mqdel 

whereby textual captions are used as collateral information in the interpreta-

tion of the corresponding photographs. The final understanding of the picture 

and caption can thus be utilized for intelligent information retrieval. Given a 

photograph, PICTION uses captions to identify human faces in the photograph. 

This provides a computationally less expensive alternative to traditional meth-

ods of face recognition. A key strategy of the system is the utilization of spatial 

and characteristic constraints (derived from the caption) in labelling face can-

didates (generated by a face locator). However, it is limited to identification 
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of location of people only, e.g. person A is on the left of person B. Moreover 

captions are produced manually. Thus it is impractical for large photograph 

collections. 

2.3.2 MARIE 

MARIE-Epistemological Information Retrieval Applied to Multimedia[12, 13], 

was developed in Naval Postgraduate School supported by the U.S. Army Ar-

tificial Intelligence Center. The MARIE Project investigates ways to combine 

caption analysis with image and layout analyses. Retrieval can be applied to 

explicit photograph libraries (e.g. Photo collections) as well as to implicit li-

braries (e.g. collection on World Wide Web). Compare to PICTION, MARIE 

is less restrictive. However, like PICTION, the captions of the images are pro-

duced manually. Besides, when it is applied to the WWW, it will search any 

text close to an image, but the text may be coincidently placed near to the 

image yet, they are semantically unrelated. 

2.4 Summary 

In image retrieval, users prefer to use rich semantic information to assist searching[5 . 

Both keywords-based and caption-aided approaches provide effective solutions. 

Based on them, retrieval systems can also be made domain independent. How-
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ever, keywords cannot describe the content of the image precisely. This is due 

to the subjectiveness in the keyword assignment process. In caption-aided ap-

proach, caption is used for image understanding, so as to assist content-based 

image retrieval. Both keywords and captions are produced manually. Therefore, 

it is infeasible for large sets of images. Although feature-based approach facili-

tate automatic indexing and can preserve visual similarities between patterns, 

image patterns, rather than text, are used for querying. This is unnatural and 

often difficult-to-use. The objective of our project is to design and develop a 

new image retrieval methodolgy which combines the advantages of the aforesaid 

conventional approaches. The methodology supports automatic generation of 

captions. This is achieved by analysing the visual features of the image. The 

caption will then be used for searching. Captions are natural and meaningful to 

the users. Moreover, compare with simple keyword-based approach, it provides 

more flexibility in users queries. 



Chapter 3 

Caption Generation 

This chapter describes the architecture of our automatic caption generation 

system. It outlines how an image is acquired, how feature vector representing 

an image is computed, as well as how a feature vector is converted to a Chinese 

natural language caption. “ 

3.1 System Architecture 

The goal of our system is to generate a Chinese caption describing the content 

of an image [20]. The text can then be stored and indexed automatically in 

a database. A general architecture of such system is proposed as shown in 

Figure 3.1. There are five main components: 

• Domain Pool 

. / 
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( Domain Pool \ 
( Aerial photographs, MRI, ) 
\^ Satell ite images, etc J 

> n r ^ V ^ 
acquired feature domain C ^ . 

image I m a g e vector . knowledge 

_ Feature ^ ^ ^ Caption _ 
- t r a c t i o n " " " ^ Generation ^ Know^^Sge-base _ _ ^ ^ 

• caption 

( ^ 

^ ‘ 

Caption 
Database ^̂  ^ 

Figure 3.1: A Caption Generation System 

• Image Feature Extraction 

• Caption Generation 
n 

• Domain Knowledge 

• Caption Database 

The Domain Pool contains the image segmentation and classification knowl-

edge, related to the application domain. Based on this knowledge, the Image 

Feature Extraction module is to extract a set of feature vectors from the ac-

quired image, and then passes it to Caption Generation module for classification. 

The Caption Generation module classifies and converts each feature vector into 
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its logical form based on the domain knowledge provided in the Domain Knowl-

edge base. Finally, the Caption Generation module organizes all logical forms 

and re-writes them into a caption in Chinese natural language. This caption is 

then stored in the Caption Database for future retrieval. 

3.2 Domain Pool 

Due to the limitation of current image processing technology, it is impractical, if 

not impossible, to build an image analysis system to identify over-complicated 

images, such as aerial photographs, magnetic resonance images (MRI), satel-

lite images. A prior domain specific knowledge is required to build the caption 

generation system. This is because different application domains require dif-

ferent image segmentation and classification algorithms. The Domain Pool is 
II 

a library containing various feature extraction, template matching, clustering 

and classification modules. 

In our research, weather satellite imagery is chosen as the application domain 

because the scene is not complicated (i.e. it mainly involves cloud patterns over 

some places). The regularity of such images renders analysis simple and the 

generated captions easy to comprehend. 
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3.3 Image Feature Extraction 

Our focus is on weather reporting using satellite meteorological images. The 

satellite images are received from the GMS-5 weather satellite. The images are 

downloaded from the World Wide Web>i. The resolution of the images used in 

the experiments are in 570x552. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a downloaded 

image. There are two phases in this module. In the first phase, we have to 
» 

preprocess the image to increase the accuracy of analysis. In the second phase, 

we segment the image into several regions, and obtain the feature vector of each 

region according to its content. In our first implementation, the target objects 

on an image are the cloud patterns. 

3.3.1 Preprocessing 
n 

The purpose of preprocessing is to eliminate the noise in the image in order to 

increase segmentation accuracy. In the original image, there are coastal lines 

and dotted grid lines, but they are not meaningful to the system. Adversely, 

their presence would complicate the image segmentation process. Thus, we have 

to eliminate them. We first obtain a pure map image Imap- Using it as the basis, 

we replace the coastal line pixels and grid line pixels of the acquired satellite 

image. However, this pure map image is not available on the Web. We have to 

^ftp://rsd.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/Weather/GMS-5/gif/mapped/irl/hongJcong 

ftp://rsd.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/Weather/GMS-5/gif/mapped/irl/hongJcong
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synthesis it by ourselves. To do this, we use 10 images and find the common 

pixels of these 10 images, i.e. 

lmap = i\ n l2 n . •. n /10 

To obtain the coastal line and grid line free image I', the original image I is 

compared with the pure map image 1 — . At the grid line and coastal line 

points, a new pixel value is assigned to replace the old value. There are several 

methods to determine these values, e.g. averaging the values of its neighboring 

pixels, computing the median of its neighbour pixels. For simplicity, the value 

of the neighboring pixel is used for this purpose. Figure 3.3 shows an example 

after replacement. 

f 

I{x,y) if Imap{x,y) = 255 
/ ' ( a ; , 2 / ) = < .‘ 

I{x',y') where I{x',y') is one of the eight neighbour pixels value 
、 

3.3.2 Image Segmentation 

In this phase, the preprocessed satellite images are first partitioned into different 

regions according to their texture patterns. The gray-scale of each region is also 

computed as part of the feature vector. 

(A) Texture Analysis 

Texture analysis has been studied for a long time. Texture analysis algorithms 

range from using random field models to multi-resolution filtering techniques, 
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such as wavelet transform. Several CBIR systems have been developed by 

making use of texture features for pattern retrieval. Gabor filters, which is 

kind of multi-resolution representation, is used in our system. In [21], Gabor 

features are proved to provide the best pattern retrieval accuracy by comparing 

with other multiresolution texture features using the Brodatz texture. A simple 

review of the texture feature extraction is shown below: 

Gabor filter: 

"(T, y) = ( ; r ^ ) e x P h | ( 4 + 4 ) 1 . exp[27TjWx] (3.1) 
lT^GxOy 1 cr̂  aJ 

A bank of Gabor filters are generated by dilating and rotating the Gabor func-

tion: 

9mn{oc,y) = a'^g{x',y') m, n are integers (3.2) 

x' = a~^{x cos^ + ysin0), “ 

y' = a"^(-xsin0 + ^cos^), 

where 9 = mr/K and K is the total number of orientations. The scale factor 

a_m normalizes the filter responses. Thus the Gabor filters are considered as ori-

entation and scale dependent edge detectors. For an image I(x, y), let it;^„(x, y) 

be the filtered output for gmn[x,y). The mean and standard deviation of the 

amplitude \wmn{̂ :y)\ can be used to represent the image pattern. 

The Edge Flow algorithm, which is an image segmentation scheme, was 

selected to satellite image.segmentation in our system. Details of Edge Flow 
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algorithm can be found in [22]. Edge Flow algorithm was chosen because this 

algorithm utilized the Gabor filters mentioned before and Gabor filters were 

proved to provide good performance in texture indentification. Also, this algo-

rithm is easy to control as only two parameters, i.e. scale and orientation, are 

invloved. There are three main stages to segment an image. 

1. Edge flow computation for identifying and integrating different types of 

image boundaries. 

2. Edge flow propagation and boundary detection identify the edges of pos-

sible regions or objects. 

3. Boundary connection and region merging which are guided by the user's 

preferred number of regions or objects. 

“ 

After the image is segmented, the mean and standard deviation of Gabor 

filtered outputs of each image region are used to construct the corresponding 

region texture features. Suppose / / S and aiSi be the mean and standard de-

viation of the amplitude of Gabor filtered outputs \wmn{^, y)\ of the image tile 

k where image tile k is I{x, y) and its neighbourhood set. When a region con-

tains many tiles, we use Wmn{x,y) to denote the filter output of that region. 

Applying simple expectation rule E{W) = E{E{w\k)), the mean of the filtered 
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output of the region can be obtained as 

1 N 
f^rnn = J^ ̂ ^ Âmn 

k=l 

where N is the total number of tiles belonging to the same region. The standard 

deviation of filtered output can be obtained similarly. 

¢72 = E(W^) - E(Wf, . 

E{W^) = E{E{w^lk)) = ^((//⑷尸 + (口⑷尸） 

After examining different scale values and orientations, we set the parameter 

scale and orientations to 2 and 4, respectively. These give a satisfactory seg-

mentation result. Figure 3.2 and 3.4 shows an example of the original and 

segmented images. 
n 

1 N 
^mn = \ 1^ D ^ 2 + (aS)2] - ( / . _ )2 

\ k=l 

(B) Gray Scale Analysis . 

Besides considering the texture feature, we also consider the gray scale in the 

feature vector construction because gray scale shows the brightness of the tex-

ture which can also be used to classify the cloud types. The inclusion of this 

feature enhance the importance of this feature in classification. The definition 
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Figure 3.2: Original image acquired on 27-04-1999 
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Figure 3.4: A segmented image 
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of the feature vector of region i is: 

Fi = {Mz,^z,ff[} 

where "i = { " ( i ) , " (2) , . . . , "("^)}’ m e {1, 2, •..，scale x orientation} 

Oi = {or(i),cr(2),...,a(m)}, m e { 1 ,2 , . . . ,scale x orientation} 

Qi = normalized gray scale (3.3) 

3.4 Classification 

In this stage, the visual features (i.e. feature vectors) obtained from the previous 

module are labeled to a certain classes. The training feature vector set will be 

classified manually according to its texture pattern and brightness. Table 3.1 

shows the characteristics of different types of cloud. 

“ 

Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) al-

gorithms are adopted to create a feature map for classification. SOM has 

been applied in several fields. Major application areas are: industrial machine 

vision, medical imaging, and remote sensing. Some problems are discussed 

in [23，24，25, 26，27]. Optical character and script reading are another applica-

tions that make use of SOM [28]. SOM-based solutions to speech analysis and 

recognition as well as image segmentation have been given in [29, 30]. LVQ has 

also been applied in texture boundary detection [31], speech recognition, etc. 

Some systems combine both SOM and LVQ [32, 33]. SOM is used to create 
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Genus Shape & appearance Consist of 

High Cirrus (Ci) delicate streaks or patches ice crystals 

clouds Cirro- transparent thin white sheet ice crystals 

Stratus or veil 

(Cs)  

Cirro- layer of small white puffs or ice crystals 

Cumulus ripples 

J C ^  

Middle Alto- uniform white or gray sheet or supercooled wa-

clouds Stratus layer ter droplets or 

(As) a mixture or su-

percooled water 

Alto- white or gray puffs or waves in droplets and ice 

Cumulus patches or layers crystals  
^  

Low clouds Strato- patches of layers of large rolls mostly water 
“ 

Cumulus or merged puffs droplets 

Stratus uniform gray layer 

(St)  

Nimbo- uniform gray layer from which 

Stratus precipitation is falling . 
(Ns)  
Cumulus detached heaps or puffs with 

(Cu) sharp outlines 

Cumulo- large puffy clouds of great ver-

Nimbus tical extent with smooth or 

(Cb) flattened tops 

Table 3.1: Characteristics of clouds 
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a feature map in an unsupervised learning process, whereby many raw input 

data (without manual identification or verification of their classes) can used for 

teaching. After that, the class boundaries are then fine tuned by LVQ. 

3.4.1 Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 

In the first stage of the learning process, the Kohonen's self-organizing map 

algorithm is used [34]. It transforms the input features of arbitrary dimen-

sion into a two-dimensional discrete map. The motivation for building the 

self-organizing map is to partition the original feature space into a number of 

distinct clusters adaptively, and the topological relationship between different 

features are also preserved (i.e. the output neurons are ordered in the sense that • 

neighboring neurons in the lattice correspond to similar clusters in the origi-

nal high-dimensional feature space). After setting up a self-organizing map,"a 

supervised learning algorithm, namely Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), is 

used to fine tune the network. 

The architecture of a self-organizing map contains two layers, input and 

Kohonen layers as shown in Fig 3.5. The Kohonen layer has the same dimension 

as the desired feature map. It can be set to any dimension. The input layer 

has the same dimension as the input feature vector. The two layers are fully 

connected and the weights associated with these connections are adjusted during 

the training stage. Initially, the weights are set to small random values. When 
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feature vector input 

^--^^^^^-
= = 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Figure 3.5: A Kohonen Self Organizing Map 

a feature vector is input to the network, the distances between the input feature 

vector and all the weight vectors are calculated. The node that has the minimum 
•I 

distance is selected. The weight vectors associated with the selected node and 

its neighbourhood nodes are updated. 

The training of the network is performed by randomly feeding a feature 

vector X into the input layer, and the connection weight vectors rrii will be 

updated according to the rule given below. The best-matching node is signified 

by the subscript c: 

\x — rricW = min{||x - mj||}, or i 

c = argmin{||a: — mi||}. (3.4) 
i 
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The node that has the minimum distance is declared as the "winner" node. The 

weights associated with the nodes within the neighbourhood set Nc{n) of the 

winner node c will be updated. The weights updating rule is: 

y 

rrii(n) + a(n)[a;(n) — mj(n)], i G Nc{n) 
rrii{n + 1) = (3.5) 

mi{n), otherwise 
< 

where a{n) is a time dependent learning rate within 0 and 1. Both the size of 

the neighbourhood set Nc{n) and the learning rate a{n) shrink with the training 

time n. The learning rate will shrink to 0, and the neighbourhood set gradually 

shrinks to contain only the activated node. 

3.4.2 Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) 

After the self-organizing stage, a number of manually pre-classified training fea-

ture vectors are presented to the network. The output nodes are then assigned 

to different classes by majority voting. The motivation of this process is to 

fine tune the network so as to increase the classification accuracy. It is because 

even if the class distributions of the input samples would overlap at the class 

borders, the codebook vectors of each class in LVQ can be placed in and shown 

to stay within each class region for all times. A brief description of LVQ [34] is 

as follows: 

Suppose there are two weight vectors, say rrii and rrij, which are closest to 
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a given input feature vector x. One of them must belong to the correct class 

and the other to a wrong class. Let C{x) be the known class label of x, and the 

class label of the i — th neuron is Ci. The distance between the input vector 

and the i — th neuron weight vector is: 

di = ||x - rriil 

Moreover, x must fall into a zone of values called a "window" that is defined 

around rrii and rrij. In that case, x is defined to fall in a "window" of relative 

width w if 

• / di dj� 1 1 — w . � 
mm(—, "^) > s, where s = (3.6) 

^dj di 1+w 、) 
In [34], author recommended that a relative "window" width w should be set 

between 0.2 to 0.3 after a series of experiments. 

There are two cases to update the weight vectors: '' 

1. Cj = C{x) and Cj + Ci 

rrii{t + 1) = rrii{t) — a{t)[x{t) — rrii{t)], 

rrij{t + 1) = rrij(t) + a{t)[x{t) - rrij{t)] . (3.7) 

2. Cj = C{x) = Ci . 

rrik[t + 1) = mjfc(t) + ea{t)[x{t) 一 rrik{t)] (3.8) 

The applicable values of e should lie between 0.1 and 0.5, and w should be set 

to 0.2 or 0.3 [34. 
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3.4.3 Output of the Classification 

After making a map by the SOM and LVQ algorithms, we have to classify 

the new input feature vectors into different types of clouds. This is done by 

computing the Euclidean distance between input feature vector and each vector 

of the map, and find the closest one. The objective of the classification stage is 

to classify the feature vector of each segmented region into 10 types of cloud: 

Cirrus (卷雲)，Cirro Cumulus (卷積雲)，Cirro Stratus (卷層雲)，Alto Cumulus 

(高積雲)，Alto Stratus (高層雲)，Stratus (層雲)，Strato Cumulus (層積雲)， 

Nimbo Stratus (雨層雲)，Cumulus (積雲)，Cumulo Nimbus (積雨雲）[35, 36 . 

However, since we use infra red images, the resolution is not so good. Therefore, 

only 8 types of cloud will be classified. As a result, Cirrus, Cirro Cumulus, and 

Cirro Stratus are grouped together. The classification result is written in a text 
•I 

file for caption generation usage. 

3.5 Caption Generation 

Once the classification result is produced, we apply the domain knowledge to 

generate the image caption. Caption generation is achieved in 3 phases: logical 

form generation, simplification and captioning (see Figure 3.6 ). Firstly, a 

logical form is generated from the classification result and domain information 

in Phase One. Secondly, similar logical forms will be merged together in Phase 
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Chinese  

Caption sentence pattern 

Figure 3.6: Mechanism for generating a caption 

Two. Consequently, a Chinese natural caption is generated in Phase Three. 

“ 

3.5.1 Phase One: Logical Form Generation 

There are three inputs to this phase: the region map, scope file (i.e. from 

Domain Knowledge-base, see Figure 3.1), and classification result. The region 

map is an image which carries the region number of each region. Note that 

the background of the satellite image file is fixed; hence the pixel values within 

the same region are always the same. The scope file records the places as well 

as the order which are catered for by the caption text. Those places have not 

been mentioned in the scope file can also be included in the query, and still 
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can be retrieved. The retrieval part will be discussed in Chapter 4. Given the 

coordinates of a city, e.g. Hong Kong; the system can obtain the region number 

of the city from the region map file. The region number is then mapped to the 

classification result. Finally, the system determines which kind of cloud appears 

in the region concerned, and describes it in a logical form as below: 

place(cloud,adjective,status) 

e .g.香港(積雨雲,厚厚的 ,1) 

place is the name of the place to be described. 

adjective is the adjective used to describe the cloud. (This can be null) 

status reflects the property of the sentence which will be used during the cap-

tion generation stage. The possible values are -1,0, or 1. (see later) 
•• 

3.5.2 Phase Two: Simplification 

Each logical form corresponds to a sentence in the caption. There are more 

than one place on the satellite image, and the content of these places can be 

very similar. If we use separate sentences to describe these places, it would be 

rather unnatural. Thus, instead of using several sentences, we combine similar 

logical forms if the places concerned are closed to each other on the map. In 

this phase, we also perform reasoning. There is a built-in inference rule file (i.e. 

from Domain Knowledge-base, see Figure 3.1) which stores a set of heuristic 
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rules. These rules facilitates weather forecasting according to the cloud type. 

After the different processing stages, a combined logical form is produced. 

place(cloud,adjective,status): (result) 

e.g.(香港,澳卩1，廣州）(積雨雲,厚厚的,1):(有狂風暴） 

3.5.3 Phase Three: Captioning 

The ultimate goal of our system is to generate a natural Chinese caption. In this 

phase, the simplified logical form will be translated to natural text by making 

use of a sentence pattern file which stores different sentence patterns. The status 

value associated to a logical form is used to select the appropriate sentence 

pattern [37]. Instead of only considering the sentence pattern of individual 

sentence, the connective words between two sentence should be considered as 
“ 

well in order to make the whole discourse coherent. 

Since the scene of weather satellite imagery is simple, the variation of sen-

tence pattern is small. Besides, weather forecast reports are taken as reference. 

Some characteristics of weather report are identified: ‘ 

1. Short and Simple: Sentences used are short and simple. Less sentence 

pattern variation. 

2. Ordering: The weather of different places are described according to its 

location, i.e.- closer to Hong Kong, earlier described. 
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In the current implementation, three types of sentence, "positive", "neutral", 

and "negative" are designed. When the status value is 1, "positive" sentence 

is selected. If the status value is -1，"negative" sentence is selected; otherwise 

"neutral" sentence is selected. Moreover, this design can assist the selection of 

the connective words. Two kinds of connective words, "neutral", and "reverse", 

are designed. Ifthe status value of the current sentence is -1, but the status value 

of the preceding sentence is 1，a contradiction sentence pattern, i.e. "reverse" 

connective words will be used. 

• Example: ，相反， 。 

( ，to the contrary, ) 

Table 3.2 shows all the combinations of status value pair. The following caption 

is an example generated by the system. ,, 

CAPTION: 

一九九八年八月十八日八時二十四分，由於受厚厚的積雨雲影 

響，預料香港，澳門，廣州將會有狂風雷暴。相反，馬尼拉則天晴，陽. 

光充沛，因爲有薄薄的卷雲。不過，台北則天陰，有零散驟雨，因爲 

有高積雲。 

(At 8:24 of 18-08-1998, Hong Kong, Macau, GuangZhou have thun-

derstorm because of thick Cumulo Nimbus. To the contrary, Manila 

is sunny because of thin Cirrus. However, due to AltoCumulus, 
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preceding current connective words 

status value status value type 

1 1 neutral 

1 0 neutral 

1 -1 reverse 

0 1 neutral 

0 0 neutral 

0 -1 neutral 

-1 1 reverse 

-1 0 neutral 

-1 -1 neutral 

Table 3.2: Connective words selection lookup table 

Taipei is cloudy and with showers.) 

$1 
3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the architecture of the automatic caption generation system is 

presented. However, owing to the limitation of current image processing tech-

nology, it is impractical, if not impossible, to build an domain independent 

automatic caption generation system. In order to test our automatic caption 

generation methodology, weather satellite imagery is chosen as our domain. 

Our idea is borrowed from machine translation (MT). Similar to MT, auto-

matic caption generation is performed in 3 stages: (a) analyze the input image 
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(i.e. analyze the input sentence in MT); (b) identify the features of the image 

(i.e. extract the semantics); and (c) synthesis the caption (i.e. generate the 

translated text). An image is analysed in the Image Feature Extraction module 

by partitioning the input image into different regions and computing the corre-

sponding feature vector. After that, the feature vectors are labeled to different 

classes. Finally, an image caption is generated to interpret the image content. 

Since the scene of weather satellite imagery is simple and structured, not many 

objects are involved, and less ambiguity will result. Besides, we have sufficient 

prior knowledge in this domain. 

•I 



Chapter 4 

Query Examples 

In this chapter, both non-content-based and content-based query examples are 

outlined. The use of hierarchy graph to facilitate similarity matching is also 

explained. 

“ 

4.1 Query Types 

A caption description can provide deeper semantic of the image content than 

its keyword-based counterpart. For this reason, a caption-based image retrieval 

system enables high flexibility in user query. Feature-based CBIR systems allow 

users to search for images via query by image example (QBE). Users, however, 

may find it difficult to pose the initial queries. In our system, the users can 

retrieve images by making a natural language query. Moreover, our system 

. / 
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supports both non-content-based and content-based retrieval. 

4.1.1 Non-content-based Retrieval 

A non-content-based retrieval query targets to retrieve images based on a certain 

date or within a certain period of time. 

1. Syntax: 

擴 取 日 期 是 <日期〉的圖像。 

• Example: 

e . g . l摘取日期是一九九八年八月十八日的圖像。 

(Retrieve the images with the date 18-08-1998.) 

2. Syntax: 

揭 取 日 期 在 <日期〉至 <日期 > 間的圖像。 “ 

• Example: 

e . g . 2揭取日期在一九九八年七月十八日至八月十八日的圖像。 

(Retrieve the images appeared during 18-07-1998 and 18-08-

1998.) 

4.1.2 Content-based Retrieval 

Content-based retrieval query targets to retrieve images based on image con-

tent, e.g. the cloud type, weather condition. In practice, similar matching is 
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performed instead of exact matching. Following are some query examples for 

content-based retrieval: 

1. Syntax: 

揭取 <地方 > [是|有1 <天氣〉的所有圖像。 

• Example: 

e . g . 3揭取香港是天晴的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Hong Kong is sunny.) 

e . g . 4揭取華南沿岸是天晴的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing the weather is fine along the coast 

of South-China.) 

e . g . 5揭取香港附近地區的天氣是天陰和間中有驟雨的圖像。 

“ 

(Retrieve all images showing the weather is cloudy with showers 

around Hong Kong.) 
2. Syntax: 

揭取 < 地 方 > [是|有] <天氣〉和 <地方〉[是|有] <天氣〉的所有圖 

像。 

• Example: 

e . g . 6擴取香港是天晴和台北有雷暴的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Hong Kong is sunny and Taipei 
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with thunderstorms.) 

3. Syntax: 

擴取 <地方〉[是|有] <天氣〉或 < 地 方 > [是|有] <天氣〉的所有圖 

像。 

• Example: 

e . g . 7擴取香港是天晴或台北有雷暴的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Hong Kong is sunny or Taipei with 

thunderstorms.) 

4. Syntax: 

擴取 <地方〉受 <雲種〉影響的圖像。 

• Example: 
“ 

e . g . 8擴取香港受積雨雲影響的圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Hong Kong is affected by Cumu-

loNimbus.) 

5. Syntax: 

揭取 <國家〉[是|有] <天氣〉的所有圖像。 

• Example: 

e . g . 9揭取菲律賓是天陰的圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Philippines is cloudy.) 
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4.2 Hierarchy Graph 

To facilitate similarity matching, and to increase the flexibility in user queries, 

a knowledge model is formulated to maintain the semantic information of the 

objects concerned in the application. Richardson [38], and Smeaton [39] use 

WordNet (a product of a research project at Princeton University) in an attempt 

to introduce semantic knowledge to determine word-word similarity. In our 

model, a tree-like structure, known as the hierarchy graph, is used to represent 

knowledge. The hierarchy graphs store the objects described in the caption. In 

satellite imageries domain, the objects are places and cloud types, resulting in 

the spatial hierarchy graph and cloud hierarchy graph, respectively. A hierarchy 

graph consists of entities, which are also called nodes, connected by links. It 

begins from a root. The descendants of a node are the sub-categories of the 
“ 

node and inherit its properties. Take the spatial hierarchy graph as an example. 

Under the root node, there are the country nodes which keep the country names 

and the city nodes are under the country node. A node ID is assigned to each 

node. Besides, it has the node name as well as the longitude and latitude of the 

corresponding city. Cloud hierarchy graph adopts a similar concept structure. 

It records the classification structure of different types of cloud. Figure 4.1 

shows a fragment of the cloud hierarchy graph. 
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Figure 4.1: A fragment ofthe cloud hierarchy graph 

4.3 Matching 

Matching correlates a user query against the captions stored. At the end of 

query execution, each caption is assigned a score which indicates its relevance 

or similarity to the user query. In image retrieval, inexact match is usually 

performed because the query cannot precisely describe the user's requirement. 

By the same token, our system support similarity matching. The two aforesaid 

hierarchy graphs are used for this purpose. 

Based on the query syntax (See Section 4.1), the matching process can be 

classified into two types, namely simple matching, and advanced matching. 

Prior to matching, a query is processed and is converted to a logical form. In 
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particular, for advanced matching, a query is broken down into sub-queries, and 

the matching result is collected by logical "or"-ing the results of the individual 

sub-queries. 

• Example: 

Simple Matching Query: 

e . g . l O揭取香港受積雨雲影響的圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Hong Kong is affected by CumuloNim-

bus.) 

after conversion 

0=(香港)(積雨雲） 

•t 

Advanced Matching Query: 

e . g . l l揭取華南沿岸是天晴的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing fine weather along the coast of South-

China.) 

after breakdown • 

•=(華南沿岸）（天晴） 

Since "coast of South-China (華南沿岸)” is not a city node in the 

spatial hierarchy graph and "fine (天晴)，’ is an adjective defined by 
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cloud types, this advanced query is converted to: 

after conversion 

Q'=(香港)（高雲）OR (澳門）（高雲）OR (廣州）（高雲） 

(I). Simple Matching 

Simple matching involves only one single query. Therefore, in a simple 

matching query: 

- T h e name of the place is clearly specified, and it is used to match 

directly against the captions, e.g. Hong Kong, Manilla, etc. 

- O n l y one place is included in the query, i.e. without AND or OR 

operator. 

-Query based on cloud types is explicit, i.e. weather conditions are 

“ 

not supported, e.g. fine, cloudy, etc. 

Based on the above constraints, a similarity function is defined to measure 

the similarity between a query and a caption: 

Sim{Q, Q) = dist{Qcioud: Q,doud) (4.1) 

where Q is the query, Q is the caption i, Qdoud is the cloud type in 

the query Q, Ci,doud is the cloud type of the place stated in query Q in 

caption i, dist{Qcioud, Ci,cioud) is the semantic distance between Qdoud and 

Ci,cioud. To compute this distance, the idea proposed by K.P. Wong [40] is 
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borrowed. Finally, the score of each caption is computed and the highest 

one is selected as the answer. 

(II). Advanced Matching 

There are three situations which belong to advanced matching. 

- t h e place in the query does not appear in the caption. 

—Example: 

e . g . l 2擴取深圳受積雨雲影響的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Shenzhen is affected by Cumu-

loNimbus.) 

In the above example, Shenzhen is not described in the caption. 

From the spatial hierarchy graph, the node Shengzhen can be located 
•I 

and its longitude and latitude can be obtained. In addition, the 

places close to Shenzhen can also be obtained. The query can then 

be broken down into a series of sub-queries, e.g. Q' 二(香港)（積 

雨雲）OR (澳門）(積雨雲）OR (廣州）(積雨雲).Although the 

spatial and cloud hierarchy graphs are similar, we do not use the 

same distance method (Eq. 4.1) to compute the distance between 

two places. Instead, the physical distance between two places is 

used. The basic idea is that the farther is the distance, the smaller 

the similarity will be. The weight between two places is calculated 
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in the following way: 

1 
yj' = 

phy.distance(Qpiace, Q'j,piace) 

dist(Qpiace, Q'j,place) = ^N ^~" 
S,=1 , 

where Wj is the weight between the query place (i.e. Qdoud) and the 

3-th place ofthe sub-query Q' (i.e. Q�,—), phy.distance{Qpiace, Q'j,piace) 

computes the physical distance between the two places, and dist{Qpiace, Q'j piace) 

computes the similarity distance between the two places. The simi-

larity function between the sub-query and the caption stored is de-

fined as: 

Sim{Q'^,Ci) = dist{Qpiace: Q'j,place) . dist(^Q'cloud, Ci,doud) (4.2) 
•I 

The final similarity score is calculated by performing the OR opera-

tion between all the sub-queries. 

OR operation 

The OR operator is used in query breakdown. It is used to combine 

sub-queries. Also an OR operation can be specified explicitly in a query. 

• Example: 

e . g . l 3摘取香港是天晴或台北有雷暴的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Hong Kong is sunny or Taipei with 
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thunderstorms.) 

After breaking down the query into several sub-queries, the similarity score 

of each sub-query is computed. The total similarity score is obtained as 

below: 

Sim{Q, Ci) = max{Sim(Qj., Ci)} (4.3) 
3 

where Qj is the j — th sub-query of Q and Ci is the i - th caption. 

AND operation 

AND operation is also supported at the query level. 

• Example: 

e . g . l 4揭取香港是天晴和台北有雷暴的所有圖像。 

(Retrieve all images showing Hong Kong is sunny and Taip"ei 

with thunderstorms.) 

The total similarity score is computed as below: 

N 
Sim{Q, Q) = n Sim{Qj,Q) ‘（4.4) 

j=i 

where Qj is the j - th sub-query of the query Q and Q is the i - th 

caption. 

The hierarchy graphs keep the domain knowledge, i.e. the relationship be-

tween the domain objects. Using the graphs, users can make a query to inquire 
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about places that is not explicitly mentioned in the caption. In this way, "sim-

ilar" places with resepct to a reference location, e.g. "in the surrounding of", 

"close to", etc. can be retrieved. Following this idea, a region can also be 

queried in addition to a specific place, e.g. the coast of South-China. Such a 

query will be converted to a more specific form internally, and the relevant im-

ages are retrieved. This shows the flexibility of our caption-based query system. 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter discusses various query types which are supported by our query 

system. Compare to keyword and feature-based CBIR systems, caption-based 

approach can provide greater flexibility, and a more natural query interface for 

the users to make query, i.e. natural language input. By adopting two tree-
•• 

like structure hierarchy graphs, the relationships between different objects in 

the application domain are identified. With reference to the hierarchy graphs, 

similarity matching is achieved by measuring the similarity between objects in 

the query and the captions stored. Besides retrieving images, statistics related 

to the stored captions can also be obtained, e.g. the number of sunny days 

within a certain period of time. 



Chapter 5 

Evaluation 

The goal of automatic caption generation system is to enhance the flexibil-

ity of content-based image retrieval. One of the most significant problems in 

content-based image retrieval results from the lack of a common test-bed for 

researchers [5]. Unlike text retrieval, the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) 

is a forum for evaluating and advancing the state-of-the-art in text retrieval 

systems. The retrieval performance is outside the scope of this thesis. How-

ever, the segmentation, classification, and captioning performance are evaluated 

individually in this chapter. 

. / 
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5.1 Experimental Set-up 

The images concerned in our experiments came from the World Wide Web^ The 

images are captured by Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS). GMS-5 

images are used because they are updated hourly on the Web, and they are 

about East Asia (including South China, Hong Kong, Philippines, etc). The 

original image file is stored in GIF format on the Web. Before the caption 

generation process starts, the file has to be converted to RAW format first. 60 

satellite images are used in the experiments. In order to avoid using identical 

images in the experiments, only one image is obtained from each day. All 

experiments were run on a Sun Ultra 1 workstation memory size. The goals of 

the experiments are: 

1. Measure the total processing time required from image acquisition to cap-

tion generation. 

2. Measure the processing time for each step, i.e. image acquiring time, 

segmentation time, classification time, captioning time. . 

3. Identify the bottleneck in the whole caption generation process. 

4. Justify the selection of parameters value in segmentation. 

5. Determine the classification accuracy. 

^ftp://rsd.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/Weather/GMS-5/gif/mapped/irl/hong_kong 

ftp://rsd.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/Weather/GMS-5/gif/mapped/irl/hong_kong
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6. Determine the captioning accuracy. 

5.2 Experimental Results 

5.2.1 Segmentation 

In our experiments, the Edge Flow segmentation program developed by Dr. 

W.Y. Ma [22], was used. In evaluating the performance of the segmentation 

algorithm in our system, the correctness of the segmented images, the segmen-

tation time required, and the justification of the parameters values in segmen-

tation could have been considered. However, it was very difficult to evaluate 

the correctness of the segmentation result for correctness judgement was very 

subjective. Especially, in our application domain, there is no clear boundary 

between the cloud patterns. In order to ensure the correctness of the segmen-

tation result, the segmented images are assessed by Prof. Shouquan Cheng, a 

professor in the Department of Geography, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 

who is an expert in weather satellite imagery. 

To evaluate the segmentation time required with different parameters values, 

10 irnages were randomly selected. Four combinations of the parameter values 

were tested. The detail results are given in Appendix B. The average time 

required is listed in Table 5.1. 

The two parameters used in the segmentation algorithm are scale and orientation. 
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(scale,orientation) Average Average Average 

CPU time/s I/O time/s Total time/s 

(1,4) 807.63 63.95 871.78 

(2,4) 937.4 114.40 1051.80 

(3,4) 1216.46 159.76 1376.22 

(4,4) 1519.60 201.65 1733.1 

Table 5.1: Average segmentation times with different parameters 

They determine the performance of segmentation. To select the values in seg-

mentation (i.e. scale, orientation), two criteria, namely the segmentation re-

sult, and segmentation time, were considered. The segmentation results of the 

same input image, but with different parameter values are shown in Appendix A. 

The segmentation effect was similar. For (sca/e, orientation) = (1,4)，the seg-

mented images were too small. For {scale, orientation) = (4,4), the boundary 
“ 

of each region was very smooth, and the quality was the best among these four 

(see Appendix A). 

Regarding to the segmentation time, (see Table 5.1), even if we used 

[scale, orientation) = (4,4), the total time required was only 1733.1 seconds on 

average, i.e. about 28 minutes. However, this result was not the elapsed time 

of the segmentation process. It is the total processing time allocated to the 

process by the operating system. In the real case, this is impossible due to the 

multi-processing nature of UNIX. It was observed from appendix B that more 
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than 6 hours could be required to segment an image depending on how much 

resources was utilized. On average, only 8% computing resources were used. 

In order to have a reasonable segmentation time, [scale, orientation) = (2，4) 

was selected in our segmentation process to maintain the high segmentation 

quality. It was believed that the segmentation time could be shortened if the 

segmentation program was executed on a faster machine, e.g. Sun Ultra 5 or 

Ultra 60. 

5.2.2 Classification 

In classification, Self Organizing Map (SOM) and Learning Vector Quantiza-

tion (LVQ) were employed to create the classification map to classify the input 

feature vectors [41, 42]. To create this map, 60 images, total 606 feature vec-

tors were used to train and test the classification map. Table 5.2 shows the 

distribution of the feature vectors. The training data set consisted of |, i.e. 

404, feature vectors and the testing data set consists of the remaining, i.e. 202, 

feature vectors. 

Since only one kind of image, i.e. Infra-Red (IR) image, was used, it was 

difficult to distinguish 011018(卷雲)，0^^0-81位1：03(卷層雲)，•1110-0口瓜口1廿3(卷 

積雲).Therefore, these three types of cloud were grouped together as high 

clouds (高雲).The whole set of data was manually classified to eight classes. 

As SOM was an. unsupervised learning algorithm, one copy of training data 
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Cloud type Number of feature vectors 

層積雲 Strato Cumulus 125 

高積雲 Alto Cumulus 92 

積雨雲 Cumulo Nimbus 92 

積雲 Cumulus 86 

層雲 Stratus 80 

高雲 High cloud 70 

雨層雲 Nimbo Stratus 51 

高層雲 AltoStratus 10 

Total 606 

Table 5.2: Distribution of feature vectors 

set remains unclassified for training. The labeled set was used to calibrate 

the classification map. The map created by SOM was then taken to LVQ for 

fine-tuning. Table 5.3 shows the classification accuracy. 
“ 

From Table 5.3, we can see that the classification result is only reasonable, 

62.33% accuracy. However, compare with [43] (ajoint project of City University 

of Hong Kong and Hong Kong Observatory), a satellite image cloud classifier 

is developed to classify 5 types of cloud, the coverage of our system is wider. 

The accuracies are 60% and 70% for the low level clouds and high level clouds, 

respectively. Besides, Tian et al. [44] also have tested SOM in cloud classifi-

cation. The average accuracy was about 70%. The accuracy of classification 

depends on many factors, and they are discussed in Section 5.3. 
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Accuracy 

Cloud type SOM(close) LVQ(close) SOM(open) LVQ(open) 

雨層雲 NimboStratus 43.52% 49.83% 19.57% 41.48% 

積雨雲 CumuloNimbus 65.00% 71.79% 32.05% 54.13% 

高層雲 AltoStratus 42.44% 55.00% 30.00% 25.00% 

高積雲 AltoCumulus 75.04% 80.72% 69.88% 69.88% 

積雲 Cumulus 71.77% 73.26% 65.12% 68.77% 

層積雲 StratoCumulus 72.58% 76.52% 49.52% 70.38% 

層雲 Stratus 72.88% 78.08% 54.79% 69.86% 

高雲 Highcloud 80.48% 85.44% 49.12% 71.95% 

Average accuracy 69.96% 77.80% 50.00% 62.33% 

Table 5.3: Recognition accuracy of classification 

5.2.3 Captioning 

It is hard to evaluate the accuracy of the image-to-text mapping (i.e. caption-

ing). It is impossible to define the quantity of content to be described. In our 

system, 6 places are described in each caption. Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) 

posts a short description of the weather of several main cities on the Web every-

day. We compare the captions with the corresponding description. Out of the 

60 downloaded images, there were 360 descriptions about the 6 places. Correct 

match with HKO's results was 223，and the accuracy was about 55%. 
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Process Average time /s 

image acquisition 0.16 

preprocessing of image 1.72 

segmentation 1051.80 

classification 0.03 

caption generation 0.1 

Total time 1053.81 

Table 5.4: Total time required for caption generation 

5.2.4 Overall Performance 

The overall performance is the total time required from the acquisition of image 

to the production of caption. The total time required is formulated as follows 
n 

and the average elapsed tirne is shown in Table 5.4. 

Image caption 
Total Preprocessing segmentation classification 

=acquisition + + + + generation 
time time time time ^ 

time time 

The average total time^ is 1053.81. We identified that the bottleneck was at the 

segmentation part (i.e. features extraction) in which over 99% of the time was 

used. To improve the total processing time, this bottleneck has to be solved. 

^This total time is the total time allocated by the system to the process 
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5.3 Observations 

1. Due to limited domain knowledge, the training data may be mis-classified. 

This will affect the classification seriously. 

2. Even an expertise, the assessments are not always consistent (intra-observer 

variation). This also leads to the mis-classification of training data. 

3. Besides correctly classified training data, the size of the training data set 

also affect the quality of the classification map. In our implementation, 

more data should be collected to improve the accuracy. 

4. Few kinds of cloud are very similar in texture, e.g. Cumulo Nimbus and 

Nimbo Stratus. It is difficult to classify them accurately. 

5. The coarseness of the GMS data is influential. GMS data is about- 22 

times coarser than other satellite data. Note that the resolution is even 

worse in Infra-Red(IR). 

6. The accuracy of captioning is governed by the classification because the 

classification result is the source for caption generation. 
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5.4 Summary 

As there is no benchmark experiments to test the performance of caption gener-

ation systems, we evaluate the processing time, and accuracy of segmentation, 

classification, and captioning separately. Image segmentation is found to be 

the bottleneck of the whole caption generation process, over 99% of time is 

consumed in this part. The classification accuracy is about 62.33%. It is only 

reasonable. This is mainly due to the mis-classification of training data by 

insufficient corresponding knowledge, and intra-observer variation. 

“ 



Chapter 6 

Another Application 

In this chapter, another application is selected to demonstrate how our method-

ology can be deployed. The application domain is crime investigation, which 

involves the retrieval of photographs of the criminals according to a textual 

description provided by a victim. “ 

6.1 Police Force Crimes Investigation 

AICAMS (Artificial Intelligence Crime Analysis and Management System) [45 

is an information system for assisting Hong Kong Police Force to reconstruct 

the artist portraits of suspects and to provide demographic information about 

crimes. 

The system uses the outlines of basic facial features (e.g. mouth, nose, etc.) 

. / 
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for face reconstruction. The final composite image is given to the policeman 

and mass media. Images in mugfiles (i.e. photos kept in the criminal database) 

which are similar to the portrait are retrieved. Crime victims and witnesses are 

asked to scrutinize these images in order to identify the criminal. It is often 

difficult for a witness to remember the suspect's face clearly. Even if he/she 

does, he may not be able to recall it in its entirety. For example, he/she may 

recall that the suspect has a square face and a scar on the right, the eyes are 

small, etc. Although the description is incomplete, it can still provide useful 

information for retrieving similar images from the mugfiles. 

Retrieval of mug-shots from the criminal database is similar to the retrieval 

of satellite imageries. It is impossible to assign a keyword as an unique de-

scriptor to represent the content of the mug-shot. Instead, using caption is 

an effective retrieval approach and it facilitates content-based retrieval. The 

caption can describe the size and the class of the facial features. Further, the 

caption approach provides greater flexibility for users to create queries. For 

example, the query "retrieve the images, which contain moles at the right side 

of the face, and . . . “ would extract those images that contain "mole below the 

right eye", "mole at the right side of the mouth", etc. from the mugfiles. Be-

sides, captions can be used to represent other relevant non-content information, 

such as the name of that person, sex, age, and his/her criminal records. 
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6.1.1 Image Feature Extraction 

In face recognition, one of the tasks is to identify the boundary of the organs, 

such as eye, mouth, eyebrow, face shape, etc. Current edge detectors seem un-

able to reliably find this feature. Template matching [46] has been suggested as 

a solution. The feature of interest, e.g. an eye, is described by a parameterized 

template. Prior knowledge about the expected shape of the features is able to 

guide the detection process to obtain a better result. The deformable templates 

interact with the image dynamically. An energy is defined to represent the fit-

ness of the template to the facial feature. The minimum of the energy function 

corresponds to the best fit with the image. Different energy levels are obtained 

by changing the parameters of the template. Taking an eye as an example, the 

following parameters should be included in the template and Figure 6.1 is an 
“ 

example of an eye template: 

• A circle of radius r, centered at Xc. This represents the boundary of the 

iris and the whites of the eye. 

• Two parabolic equations are used to represent the boundary contour of 

the eye. It has a center Xg, width 26, height a for the upper part, 'c for 

the lower part, and an angle of orientation 9. 

• Two more points are defined to represent the centers of the whites. These 

two points are labeled by Xe+pi(cos 6, sin 6) and Xe+p2(c0s 9, sin 6), where 
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Figure 6.1: An eye template example 

Pi > 0 and p2 < 0. 

The eye template totally consists of eleven parameters, i.e. point Xc, point 

Xe,P1,P2, r, a, b, c, and 9. A feature vector representing an eye is created by this 

set of parameters. This feature vector can be used for classification. The tem-

plates of other facial features are created in a similar way. By adding heuristic 

rules, deformable template method can be used to extract the facial features 
•I 

without user involvement [47 . 

It is difficult to extract all facial features automatically. Some features are 

relatively straightforward to find, e.g. those associated with eyes, eyebrows, 

mouth, moustaches; but other are hard, e.g. nose, hair style, ears, etc. The 

main reason causing the difficulty is that 3-dimensional information required 

to describe the corresponding feature. For instance, due to shadowing, it is 

difficult to outline the shape accurately. Also, other than shape, height is 

another common information widely used to describe a nose, and it is hard 

to determine in a 2-D plan (i.e. the photo). For another example, there are 
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many features associated to eyes, e.g., the shape of eye, some are round, some 

are triangular, some are as thin as a line, etc. However, the shape of an eye is 

simply modeled by two parabolic equations. This cannot account for all possible 

shapes of an eye. Furthermore, due to the limitation of current image processing 

technology, some facial features cannot be identified accurately, such as moles 

and scars. They are often mis-treated as noise instead of features leading to the 

loss of image content. 

In order to overcome these problems, one could consider the side view image 

of a person. In this way, 3-dimensional data (e.g. height of the nose) could be 

obtained. One could use several templates to account for the variety in each 

facial feature^. For example in the eye template, instead of only using parabolic 

equations, two straight lines or higher degree of polynomial equations are used 

to create another eye templates. By creating such a template database, "the 

traditional image composition process could be simulated. In order to reduce 

the matching time between the templates and the input images, one could 

start several deformable templates in parallel and observe which would give 

the best result. To identify the missing facial features, like moles and scars, 

one could provide user friendly graphical tools for the users to identify them 

semi-automatically. 

iThis approach is adopted by the Hong Kong Police Force, i.e. the Identikit program 
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In this application domain, SOM and LVQ will not be applicable in the 

classification stage. In template matching, the class which the facial feature 

belonged to will be known in advance. However, the size of the facial features 

will have to be determined. In the caption, the size of the facial features will not 

be stated numerically. An adjective will be used to describe the corresponding 

facial feature, e.g. big eyes, small mouth, thick lower lips, etc. To determine 

the size of the facial features, we will not only consider the values of the feature 

vector, but also take other feature vectors into account. This is because size 

will be determined in a relative fashion. To describe the size of a facial feature, 

we will also consider the size of other facial features nearby. For example, when 

we claim that a person has a big mouth, we will not just make this claim by 

measuring the absolute width of his/her mouth. We will compare the relative 

sizes between the mouth and the face. From this example, it is shown that 

different strategies must be used to suit different application domains. For this 

application, in particular, a set of rules will be designed to determine the size 

of the facial features in replace of SOM and LVQ. 

6.1.2 Caption Generation 

In our methodology, the 3-phase caption generation process (see Figure 3.6) is 

performed after the classification step. The simplification phase (i.e. the second 

phase) is not required in this application for the descriptions of different objects 
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(i.e. eyes, eyebrows, mouth) are unique, and there are no implication rules for 

this domain. 

In the first phase, i.e. logical form generation, the extracted image features 

are converted to logical forms according to the scope file. The scope file will con-

tain the facial features. The logical form will record the information about the 

class, size of the facial features. Some optional information will be maintained 

in the logical form as well. The logical form will be as follows: 

faciaLfeaturei{class, size, other.info) 

where faciaLfeaturei is the facial feature to be described, class indicates which 

class the corresponding facial feature is, size stores what adjective is used to 

describe the facial feature, and otherJnfo records optional information found 

in the previous stage. For example: „ 

眼(三角，細小，左眼比右眼大） 

eye(triangular, tiny, left eye is larger than right) 

Note that the other_info outlines that the left eye is larger than the right eye. 

Other information would be possible, e.g. a black spot at the left side of the 

left eye. 

In the captioning phase, all the logical forms are converted, and organized 

to a Chinese discourse by a set of predefined sentence patterns. These captions 

will be maintained in a database. 
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Figure 6.2: A fragment of facial feature hierarchy graph 

6.1.3 Query 

Similar to the satellite imageries retrieval application, both non-content and 

“ 

content-based retrieval will be supported. For non-content-based retrieval, im-

ages can be retrieved based on the information about the name, sex or age of 

the suspect concerned. For content-based retrieval, queries concerning different 

facial features can be posed. Also, recall rate will be improved by using a hier-

archy graph. The hierarchy graph of this domain will be the classification tree 

of the facial features (see Figure 6.2). Besides the node name and node ID, the 

spatial properties of the facial features will also be kept. In order to achieve good 

recall and precision rates, the similarity function has to be designed carefully. 

A question is raised intuitively. Human descriptions about image contents 
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are inexact and subjective. Different people would have different descriptions 

to the same feature. For example, someone may regard his mouth as small, but 

his friend may think otherwise. To overcome this problem, a learning process 

will be introduced in order to allow the system to adapt to the user's standard. 

In this learning process, a set of images will be presented to the user for his/her 

judgement. 

Matching is similar to Section 4.3. Queries are classified into two types: 

L A query related to the size, class of the main facial features, such as eyes, 

eyebrows, mouth, nose, etc. 

II. A query about the spatial location of some minor facial features, such as 

moles, scars. 

Responses to type I queries are related to the semantic distance of size and 

class. It will be simple to define the semantic distance of size. A set of rules 

will be defined to determine the semantic distance, e.g. c^ist("big","smair) = 0, 

dist("big", "middle") = 0.5, etc. To determine the semantic distance of the 

facial feature class, we will compute the distance between the nodes concerned 

from the hierarchy graph. 

Responses to type II queries are based on the semantic distance of the lo-

cation of some minor facial features. It is assumed that a face can be put in 

a 4x3 block. Each facial feature is located in a sub-block. Each sub-block is 
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Figure 6.3: A face segmented to several regions 

then further divided into 9 blocks as shown in Figure 6.3. Based on this map, 

the system will be able to calculate the distance of different locations, e.g. the 

distance between "a mole at the bottom of the right eye" and "a mole at the 

top of left eye" could be determined by the geometric distance between (2,6) 

and (8,4). “ 

6.2 An Illustrative Example 

In order to explain our methodology more clearly, an example is used to demon-

strate how an image is analysed, and the corresponding caption is generated. 

Also, different queries examples are given. Figure 6.4^ is the mugshot of a crim-

inal, First of all, the scope of the caption has to be determined. Without loss of 

^The photo is obtained from the AICAMS project 
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Figure 6.4: A mug shot of a man 

generality, the eyes, mouth, shape of face, and minor facial features (if any) will 

be described in the caption. As aforesaid, template matching will be used to 

identify the facial features. Based on the features extracted and the previously 

defined scope, following logical forms will be generated: 
“ 

眼（圓,細小,左眼下有墨） 

eyes(round,small,mole below the left eye) 

口（中等,薄，-) 

mouth(medium,thin,-) 

面形（圓，大，-) 

facejshape(round,big,-) 

Based on this set of logical forms, the corresponding caption will be generated: 
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某人,男性，四十歲,有細小的圓眼,左眼下有墨，另外，有薄而中等的口，面 

形屬於大的圓面。 

someone, male, 40, has small round eyes with mole under the left eye. 

Also, he has medium thin mouth, and the face is large and round. 

In Section 6.1.3, two kinds of content-based query are identified. They concern 

the size and class of the main facial features, and the spatial location of some 

minor facial features. Usually, the user query will be broken down into these 

two kinds of query. 

參 Example: 

揭取眼屬於中等的圓眼，另外，左眼下有墨，面形屬於大的圓面的所有圖 

像。 

(Retrieve all images whose face is large and round and has a pair of 

medium round eyes and mole below the left eye.) 

From this example, the query Q will be converted into logical forms as belows: 

^'1=眼(圓,細小） . 

{Q[ =eyes(round,small)) 

0^二墨(左眼下） 

(Q'2 =mole(below left eye)) 

%=面形（圓，大） 

(Q'3 =face_shape(round,big)) 
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Therefore the query Q = Q[ AND Q'^ AND Q3, and the similarity score of 

this query is: 

3 

Sim{Q,Ci)=:]J^Sim{Q'^,Q) 
n=l 

For Q'i and Q3, they are about the size and class of the facial features eyes and 

shape of face. Take Q\ as an example, the similarity score of Q\ and the sample 

caption is: 

Sim{Q\^C) = dist{"medium'^,“smalP) . dist(,,roundeyes,,,,,roundeyes,,) 

Based on the predefined set of rules to determine the semantic distance of 

size, dist("medium", "small") = 0.5. The semantic distance of the class of 

facial features of this sub-subquery is 1 as it is an exact match. The score of 

Sim{Q[, C) is 0.5. Similarly, The score of Sim{Q'^, C) is 1. „ 

For Q'2，it is about the spatial location of the minor feature "mole". In 

this kind of query, a function for computing the semantic distance of different 

position will be designed as follows: 

.„ 厂 � _ max-distance - distance 
CLlSZy^positiom ^position) = r：~~； 

max-distance 

where QposUion and CposiUon are the position of minor feature mentioned in the 

query and the caption, respectively, max_distance is the maximum distance in 

the face map, distance is the distance calculated from the face map between 
Qposition S^nd Cposition • 
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Again, in this example, it is an exact match, so the score will be 1. If the 

position of the mole mentioned in the query is lower-left of left eye. The score 

would be ||, i.e. 0.96. In this example, the similarity score between the query 

and the sample caption is 0.5. 

6.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we show how our content-based retrieval methodology could be 

applied to another domain, i.e. retrieval of criminal's photographs for Police 

crime investigation. The objective of retrieving face photographs is to help the 

witnesses to recall his/her memory about the image of the suspect. The captions 

ofthe photograph can be generated automatically using our method. To identify 

the characteristics of facial features, template matching is proposed to replace 
“ 

Edge Flow algorithm. Based on the identified features, and predefined sentence 

patterns, a caption is generated. To retrieve the photographs, users can pose 

textual query about the facial characteristics of the suspect, e.g. the shape, 

size of his/her facial features as well as the location of the minor facial features, 

like the location of mole or scars. Two kinds of query will be supported. One 

is about the shape or size of the main facial features; another one is about 

the location of the minor facial features. Following the method mentioned in 

Section 6.1.3, the similarity score of the each caption can be calculated. The 
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score can be used for ranking the retrieved results. 

“ 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

There are many issues associated with image databases. Perhaps the most 

important issue is the ability to perform content-based retrieval. Hitherto, key-

word is the most common approach in content-based image retrieval. However, 

it cannot always capture the semantics of the images, and the keywords used 

are often rather limited. The subjectiveness of keyword assignment, and the 

inefficiency of manual assignment are also problems. Although feature-based 

systems can extract the features automatically, they only cater for feature-level 

and pixel-level. Using captions for content-based image retrieval can partially 

overcome some of the above shortcomings, and maintain their strength, such as 

the description of semantic level objects and automatic feature extraction. A 

caption-based image retrieval system, in general, facilitates high query flexibil-

ity since a caption can provide deep semantics of the image content. Moreover, 

. / 
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Features Semantic 

CBIR system extracted information Query by 

stored 

Keyword-based Manually Low Text 

Feature-based Automatically Low Graphic 

caption-based Manually High Text 

Automatic Caption Generation Automatically High Text 

Table 7.1: Summary of the characteristics of different CBIR system 

users can retrieve images by making a natural language query, e.g. Retrieve all 

images showing Hong Kong is sunny and Taiwan is cloudy with showers. How-

ever, captioned-based system is at present impractical for captions are produced 

manually. In this thesis, we propose an automatic caption generation methodo 

for automatic caption generation. Weather satellite imageries was selected as 
II 

the test-bed. Table 7.1 is a summary of the characteristics of different CBIR 

approaches. 

In this thesis, the architecture of automatic caption generation system is 

presented to solve the manual caption production problem. However, due to 

the limitation of current image processing technology, only domain specific sys-

tem is possible. The first application domain we used to test our method was 

weather satellite imagery. The idea of our method was borrowed from Machine 

Translation (MT). The visual features of an image are extracted by Edge Flow 

algorithm. The output feature vectors are then classified by the Self Organizing 
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Map (SOM) which has been already created by the SOM and Learning Vec-

tor Quantization (LVQ) algorithms. Compare to other classification methods, 

SOM and LVQ perform well in cloud patterns classification. Finally, the classi-

fied results are converted to a Chinese caption based on the scope defined, and 

predefined sentence patterns. 

Various query types supported by our system are discussed in Chapter 4. By 

adopting an object hierarchy graph, the semantic distance between objects can 

be computed, and the similarity score between the query and stored captions 

can be computed as well. This shows that our approach supports content-based 

image retrieval, and users can pose a query in natural language. 

We assessed the processing time and accuracy of various processing stages to 

evaluate our system. From the acquisition of image to the production of caption, 

about 1053 seconds were required. The bottleneck is the image segmentation 

process. The classification accuracy is the major factor affect the performance 

of our system. The classification accuracy reaches 62% which is similar to other 

researches in this field. 

In order to show the generality of our method, we also propose to use our 

method to retrieval of criminal's photographs for Police crime investigation. 

The objective of retrieving face photographs is to help the witnesses to recall 

his/her memory about the image of the suspect. The captions of the photo-

graph can be generated automatically using our method. In this domain, other 
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tools are employed to generate captions to suit the properties of the domain. 

Template matching is used to extract visual features. Based on the identified 

features, and predefined sentence patterns, a caption is generated. To retrieve 

the photographs, users can pose textual query about the facial characteristics 

of the suspect, e.g. the shape, size of his/her facial features as well as the loca-

tion of the minor facial features, like the location of mole or scars. It is only a 

rough design of applying our method to this application domain. Some issues 

may have been overlooked. Nevertheless, we show that captions for face image 

retrieval is practical. 

7.1 Contribution 

Among keyword, feature, and caption-based CBIR approaches, caption-based 
“ 

approach provides best performance. However, captions are usually produced 

manually. In this thesis, we proposed and developed an automatic Chinese 

caption generation method to overcome this problem. We also proved that our 

method can be successfully applied to weather satellite imageries and criminal's 

photographs. Besides, we found that classification is the part, which determines 

the accuracy of captions. Once we can improve classification accuracy, the 

accuracy of the caption generated, in turn, can be increased. To conclude, our 

automatic caption generation method can solve the weakness of caption-based 
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approach in content-based image retrieval. 

7.2 Future Work 

In our current implementation, we focus on weather forecast based on cloud 

types. To do that, we identify and classify clouds by their texture. This method 

is well proven and experiments on our weather forecast application show that 

it can achieve 62% average accuracy. In the future, shape of the cloud can be 

considered as well. Shape can provide additional information that can enrich 

the content the caption. For example, if we have the shape information, we can 

further classify whether the segmented region is a tropical cyclone and if it is, 

the level of the cyclone. In this way, the caption would be more in depth and 

the query flexibility would be further enhanced. Another possible advancement 
“ 

of our algorithm is to consider a sequence of images. A sequence of images can 

provide much more information than a still image. The description can contain 

action and even meteorological prediction. 

In this thesis, the design of a retrieval system for criminal's photographs 

using captions is outlined in Chapter 6. We assume that the weighting of all 

facial features are static, but in reality, some of them do undergo changes, e.g. 

the change of hair style. Different weightings to different facial features could 

be considered. 
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Other than using caption to describe satellite imageries and criminal's pho-

tographs to facilitate content-based retrieval, medical images is another possi-

ble application domain. As advances in medical image technology, a number 

of imaging machines are currently in clinical use for anatomical and physiolog-

ical imaging. Among them, two commonly used images are computerized to-

mography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The size of the image 

database grows up monotonically. The semantics of each image is the pathology 

indicated by that image (for example, normal, hemorrhage, stroke or tumor). 

Using captions, collateral information, e.g. the surgical planning, can be kept in 

addition to the description of the image content. Thus, similar medical images 

as well as medically similar images could be retrieved to aid diagnosis, surgical 

planning, patient treatment, outcome evaluation or medical education. In med-

ical imagery, the main visual feature is the texture property, hence we Would 

not adopt template matching in this application domain. Edge Flow algorithm 

could be a solution. Many segmentation algorithms have been developed to 

extract the visual features from the medical images [48, 49, 50]. About the 

conversion of visual features to verbal description, Grimnes [51] proposed a two 

layer case-based reasoning architecture for medical image understanding. An in-

depth research could be carried out to study the feasibility of integrating these 

technologies to our methodology to build an automatic Chinese caption genera-

tion system for medical image retrieval. Undoubtedly, this is a very challenging 
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research in caption-based image retrieval system. 

- T h e E n d -

“ 
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Appendix A 

Segmentation Result Under 

Different Parametes 
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Appendix B 

Segmentation Time of 10 

Randomly Selected Images 

(s,o) : {scale, orientation) 

Image file: 1999Q4271102.d  
Actual % of~~~~Number~ 

# (s，o) CPU I/O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
~ r (1,4) 835.01 ~^.6Q 901.61 ~ 1:50:46.84 13.5%— 14 — 
~Y~ (2,4) "939.62 THTH" 1050.76 15 :21 :54^ 1.8%— .‘ 17 ~ 
~3~ (3,4) 1224.28 T63.00 1387.28 5:38:09.19 6.8% 14 
4 丨4,4) 1549.74 215.64 1765.38 7:48:50.57 6.2% 13 

Image file: 19981Q112332.d  
~~Actual~~ % of~"~~Number~~ 

# (s，o) CPU I/O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used * regions 

h:m:s segmented 
T ~ (1,4) 735.01 62.84 797.85~~ 2:07:05.49 10.4% — 17 _ 
~ Y (2,4) 924.12 ~n^29 1037.41— 3:57:02.20 7.2% 一 15 
~T~ (3,4) "1201.38 1 8 0 ^ 1382.54 5:59:43.^ 6.4% 15 “ 

4 (4,4) 1523.06 243.06 1766.12 9:11:52.38 5.3% 13 
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Image file: 199811111132.d  
Actual % of Number 

# (s,o) CPU I /O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
丁 (1,4) "847.12 ~ ^ f 2 W 919.50— 2:32:21.37 10.0% 15 
~Y~ (2,4) "974.44 lsfW 1111.82 “ 4:32:22.14 6.8% 14 
T ' (3,4) "l225.96 1 ^ 2 ^ 1378.39~ 4:19:02.77 8.8% “ 15 

4 (4,4^ 1501.03 197.12 1698.15 5:46:58.33 8.1% 12 

Image file: 199812191132.d ^  
Actual % of Number 

# (s,o) CPU I /O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
T " (1,4) "^95.09 59.15— 854.24 — 1:36:17.48 14.7% 14 
~Y~ (2,4) "918.87 ~ l M W 1 0 2 3 . 3 ^ 3:01:26.3^ 9.4% 13 
~T~ (3,4) 1207.51 ^ 0 . 7 8 1358.29 4 :37 :19l^ 8.1% 16 

4 (4,4^ 1504.58 198.17 1702.75 6:07:31.71 7.7% 10 

Image file: 199901121132.d  
~~Actual~~ % o f ~ ~ Number 

# (s’o) CPU I /O Total time Running resources „ of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
~T~ (1,4) 825.92 ^ 9 . 7 6 885.68 1 : 4 6 : 5 ^ ^ 13.8% 13 
~ ^ (2,4) "929.95 "l05?74" 1 Q 3 5 . 6 ^ 3:10:23.3T 9.0% 15 “ 
~T~ (3,4) T223.15 151.4r 1374.59 4:39:32.09 8.1% 13 

4 (4,4) 1505.45 192.25 1697.70 6:17:33.47 7.4% 8 

Imap file: 199903151131.d  
Actual % of ~Number 

# (s，o) CPU I /O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
~ r (1,4) "T87.77 63.29 “ 851.06 1:51:19.17 12.7% 13 
j (2,4) ~943.87 114.8T 1058.71 — 3:20:21.61 8.8% — 13 
丁 (3,4) l217.55 l 5 9 : 9 r 1377.46，— 4:55:20.54 7.7% — 13 

4 (4,4) 1500.29 216.89 1717.18 6:49:07.40 6.9% 9 
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Image file: 199901272032.d  
Actual % of Number 

# (s,o) CPU I/O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
~T~ (1,4) 802.70 72.50 875.20 2:04:13.54 11.7%— 13 
" 2 (2,4) 935.71 124.82 1060.53 3:30:56.00 — 8.3% 14 
~3~ (3,4) 1221.75 168.4"T 1390.15— 4:57:09.40" 7.7% 13 

4 (4,4) 1517.22 216.45 1733.67 6:34:17.60 7.3% 10 — 

Image file: 199810030132.d ^  
Actual % of Number 

# (s,o) CPU I/O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
~1 ~~(M)~~772.04 62.96— 835.00 “ 1:48:47.18 12.7% — 16 
~Y~ (2,4) _932.20 ~mW 1045.20 3:16:20.37 8.8% 13 
~3~ (3,4) l231.20 1 5 9 . i 1390.62 4:50:46.99_ 7.9% 14 
- 4 (4，4̂  1524.00 229.90 1753.90 6:41:59.48 7.2% 13 

Image file: 1999Q1281025.d  
Actual % of Number 

# (s，o) CPU I/O Total time Running resources ,, of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
~ (1,4) —804.54 ~lK7¥~ 88Q.26~~ 2:02:00.02 12.0% 14 
了 (2,4) “ 958.08 "l32.64 1090.72 3:45:15^^ 8 . 0 % ~ 14 — 
了 (3,4) l216.2Q 171.I^ 1387.39— 4:55:13.16 7.8% 11 
" 4 (4,4) 1508.15 223.63 1731.78 6:39:46.41 7.2% 10 

Image file: 19981229Q932.d  
Actual % of Number 

# (s,o) CPU I/O Total time Running resources of 
time/s time/s elapsed/s Time used regions 

h:m:s segmented 
丁 (1,4) —769.59 6 5 . l ^ 835.07~" 1:49:54.3^ 12.6% 16 
了 (2,4) " ^ 4 . 9 7 116.31 1022.28 —3:26:23.16 —8 .3% f2 
~ (3,4) _1215.31 208. "^ 1 4 2 3 . 5 ^ 6:00:42.lF 6.5% 11 “ 

4 (4,4) 1508.84 230.45 1739.29 7:01:36.49 6.8% 12 



Appendix C 

Sample Captions 

Date: 27-4-1999 
一九九九年四月二十七曰十一時二十分，由於受高積雲影響，預料香港將會 

天陰，有零散驟雨。此外,由於受層積雲影響,預料澳門將會大至天晴,間中有 

驟雨。另外,廣州，上海則受高積雲影響,現時天陰,有零散驟雨。而現時台北 

天氣爲天陰，多雲，是由於受層雲影響所至。還有，馬尼拉則受積雲影響，現時 

大至天晴。 

Date: 11-10-1998 
一九九八年十月十一日二十三時三十二分，由於受積雲影響，預料香港將會 

大至天晴。而由於受層雲影響，預料澳門，廣州將會天陰，多雲。另外，上海則 

受厚厚的積雨雲影響，將會有狂風雷暴。此外，由於受積雲影響，預料台北，馬 

尼拉將會大至天晴。 

Date: 11-11-1998 
一九九八年十一月十一曰十一時三十二分，由於受層積雲影響，預料香港將 

會大至天晴，間中有驟雨。此外 ,由於受高積雲影響 ,預料澳門將會天陰 ,有 

零散驟雨。而由於受層積雲影響，預料廣州將會大至天晴，間中有驟雨。還 

有,上海則受高積雲影響,現時天陰,有零散驟雨。另外，由於受層查影響，預 

料台北將會天陰，多雲。此外，馬尼拉則受厚厚的積雨雲影響，將會有狂風雷 

暴o 

Date: 19-12-1999 
一九九八年十二月十九日十一時三十二分，由於受層積雲影響，預料香港，澳 

門,廣州,上海將會大至天晴,間中有驟雨。此外，由於受雨層雲影響，預料台 

北將會天陰,有雨,雨勢有時頗大,甚至狂風暴雨。還有，現時馬尼拉天氣爲大 

至天晴，是由於受積雲影響所至。 

. / 
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Date: 12-1-1999 
一九九九年一月十二曰十一時三十二分，年月十二分，由於受層雲影響，預料 

澳門，廣州將會天陰，有零散驟雨°另外,上海,台北則受層積雲影響,現時大 

至天晴，間中有驟雨。此外，馬尼拉則有狂風雷暴，因爲有厚厚的積雨雲。 

Date: 15-3-1999 
一九九九年三月十五日十一時三十一分，由於受層積雲影響，預料香港，澳 

門，廣州將會大至天晴，間中有驟雨。而上海則受層雲影響，現時天陰，有零散 

驟雨。還有，台北則受厚厚的積雨雲影響，將會有狂風雷暴。不過，馬尼拉則 

天晴，陽光充沛，因爲有薄薄的高雲。 

Date: 27-1-1999 
一九九九年一月二十七曰二十時三十二分 ,由於受積雲影響 ,預料香港 ,澳門 

將會大至天晴。此外 ,廣州 ,上海則受層積雲影響，現時大至天晴 ,間中有驟 

雨。而現時台北天氣爲天晴，陽光充沛，是由於只有薄薄的高雲。相反，馬尼 

拉則受厚厚的積雨雲影響，將會有狂風雷暴。 

Date: 3-10-1998 
一九九八年十月三日一時三十二分，由於受薄薄的高雲影響，預料香港，澳 

門，廣州將會天晴，陽光充沛。年月日時分，另外，現時台北天氣爲天陰，部分 

時間有陽光，是由於受較薄的高層雲影響所至。而馬尼拉則受雨層雲影 

響，現時天陰,有雨,雨勢有時頗大,甚至狂風暴雨。 
II 

Date: 28-1-1999 
一九九九年一月二十八日十時二十五分,由於受積雲影響,預料香港,澳門,廣 

州將會大至天晴。另外 ,現時上海天氣爲天陰 ,有零散驟雨 ,是由於受高積雲 

影響所至。而現時台北天氣爲天陰，有零散驟雨，是由於受層雲影響所至。 

此外，現時馬尼拉天氣爲天陰，有零散驟雨，是由於受高積雲影響所至。 

Date: 29-12-1998 
一九九八年十二月二十九曰九時三十二分，由於受高積雲影響，預料香港，澳 

門將會天陰，有零散驟雨。此外，由於受層雲影響，預料廣州將會天陰，有零 

散驟雨。還有 ,現時上海天氣爲天晴 ,陽光充沛 ,是由於只有薄薄的高雲。另 

外，現時台北天氣爲大至天晴，是由於受積雲影響所至。而馬尼拉則受厚厚 

的積雨雲影響，將會有狂風雷暴。 
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